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The days are getting longer, and the ground is getting softer, so what makes 
this spring more about renewal than any other in living memory?  It is a REAL 
sense of renewal. Not just a return to warm weather, bird song and budding 
flowers but a return to work and all of the routines associated with it.

For many, there will be new jobs as “The Great Resignation” and 2 years of 
frustration shuffles the workforce like a deck of cards. Will this bring innovation, 
energy and enlightenment to the economy, the workplace and the jobsite? One 
can hope these seeds take root and sprout in the sun’s warming rays.

To most of our readers, working remotely is integral to our tasks of building 
infrastructure, mining resources or harvesting our oceans and forests. We know 
the upsides and downsides, the isolation and the liberty it brings. We need to 
share our expertise for those who have recently arrived on how to thrive in such 
an environment.

Thrive we do, but it takes determination, stamina, and an open mind to new 
ideas and technologies to which one can ally. Our readers turn to us to feed this 
quest for knowledge and resourcefulness and provide the lens to view it with, 
across our nation, our industry and our world.

In this issue, you will find new products and new ideas that may make this 
renewal more productive, more enlightened, more fulfilling and profitable. 
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 On the cover: One of Canada’s smallest but most strategic harbors, the port of Ste-
Catherine near Montreal, Quebec, will be restored to its former glory 
within the next 2 years, thanks to major infrastructure renewal work 
that will result in the construction of more than 1.5 km of storm water 
pipes, drainage and concrete slab repairs. 

 ALI Excavation Group began excavation work in late January 2022.

A legacy of hard-working trucks since 1897™

A newcomer in the Class 7 & 8
Cabover category
The oldest North American truck brand, Autocar® enters the 
Class 7 & 8 cabover market with a range of trucks designed 
for heavy work such as road maintenance and heavy pick-up 
and delivery, the Autocar Xpert.

The Autocar Xpert is designed to ensure the best sight lines in 
any cabover or conventional truck. The spacious cab features 
a huge windshield, side, and rear windows.

The Autocar Xpert can be equipped with an OEM dual 
steering system. With all controls placed either in the middle, 
or duplicated and mirrored on both sides. 

The high performance dual steering gear system is designed 
for an extra tight turning radius, and the electrical system is 
designed for dual steer from the ground up, with no third party 
splicing into a wire harness. 

Accessories Machinery Limited
www.aolaml.com

1-800-461-1979
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creating highly promising opportunities for 
our Group,” added Alexander Greschner, 
CSO of the Wacker Neuson Group. 

Given Enar’s healthy market position and 
the high level of customer acceptance for 
its products, Wacker Neuson will manage 
Enar as an independent brand. Enar’s 
headquarters will remain in Zaragoza, 
Spain, and the company will continue 
producing light equipment for global 
distribution from its plant there. 

The acquisition has been authorized by 
the relevant bodies of both companies. 
Subject to regulatory approval, it is 
scheduled for completion during the first 
half of 2022.

Source: Wacker Neuson

CZM FOUNDATION EQUIPMENT PARTNERS 
WITH PACO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 

CZM Foundation Equipment, a manufac-
turer of foundation, utility, piling and land-
fill drilling equipment, recently announced 
a partnership with PACO Construction 
Equipment. The new partnership will allow 
CZM to better serve the U.S. West Coast 
and Western Canada.

PACO will feature the CZM Long Reach 
series of machines, with a variety of 
models available for rent. 

“We are excited to further support our 
West Coast clients with this new partner-
ship, offering more options from the CZM 
line and expanding our superior service 
network,” said Giuliano Clo, CZM’s CEO. 

Since 1955, PACO Construction Equip-
ment has served the North American 
foundation, marine, and construction 
industry as one of the pioneer companies 
to enter the Western U.S. and Canadian 
Rental, Sales, and Service market. 

Source: CZM Foundation Equipment

THE STERTIL GROUP ACQUIRES NUSSBAUM 
LIFTS 

The Stertil Group recently announced 
the acquisition of Nussbaum Custom Lifts 
GmbH and Nussbaum World Lifts GmbH, 
based in Kehl, Germany.

This acquisition demonstrates the Stertil 
Group’s commitment to the continued 
investment in providing world class 
vehicle lifting solutions to the vehicle 
maintenance, repair and service industries 
for both private and public workshops and 
OEM manufacturers around the world.

The companies’ expertise, each in their 
own segment, is a perfect match and will 
be operated, managed and marketed 
separately under the brands – Stertil®-Koni 

and Nussbaum®.  Both companies will 
continue to distribute vehicle lifts through 
their existing and specialised distribution 
networks throughout the world. 

Stertil® is a leader in the heavy-duty 
vehicle lifts segment while Nussbaum® is 
a specialist in the light-duty vehicle lifts 
segment.

The Nussbaum family have the peace 
of mind that their heritage which was 
established almost 50 years ago and which 

Learn more at VMACAIR.com/underhood

Supply chain shortages are causing significant deck 
mounted air compressor delays. We have a solution:

The UNDERHOODTM is available today with options for 
your entire fleet. 

Frustrated with long lead times?
UNDERHOODTM air compressors 
ship in 10 days.

ai164789709229_VMAC_Infrastructures_half pg_Apr22_VI Lead Times.pdf   1   3/21/2022   2:11:34 PM

You can watch videos related 
to some of our featured stories on

www.infrastructures.com
Watch for the  logo
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Fax: (450) 649-1874
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1-888-649- -1

CONGRATULATIONS TO HHCA SAFETY 
AWARD WINNERS AND NOMINEES!

On March 31, 2022, the Hamilton-Halton 
Construction Association presented mem-
bers with Safety Awards at their Awards 
Night in Hamilton, Onatrio. This was the 
first time the awards were presented in-
person since 2020.

The Safety Awards recognize member 
firms who have achieved an excellent 
injury/frequency score in 2020/2021 and are 

awarded based on average hours worked. 
Forty-four HHCA members earned an 
excellent score of 1.0 or less. The awards 
are sponsored by HHCA member Lawrie 
Insurance Group.
- Category 1: 500,000 average hours 
worked and over - The State Group Inc, 
Pomerleau Inc., Walter’s Field Services Inc., 
Alberici Constructors, Ltd.
- Category 3: 100,000 to 249,999 aver-
age hours worked - Budget Demolition, 

Mattina Mechanical Limited, King Paving & 
Construction Ltd., Schreiber Brothers
Limited, Cahill Electric Inc., John Kenyon 
Limited, GRRC Roofing
- Category 4: 30,000 to 99,999 average 
hours worked - Inscan Contractors Inc., 
WM Groves Limited, G.S. Wark Limited, 
Ira McDonald Construction Limited, Demik 
Construction, Airon HVAC & Control Ltd., 
McGowan Insulations Ltd., Apollo Con-
crete Contracting, Sobotec Ltd., Ron Lee 
Construction Inc., Grace Instrumentation 
& Controls Ltd., Pro Insul Limited, Paulsan 
Construction Inc., Glenn Richardson 
Plumbing and Heating Ltd., TRP Construc-
tion General Contractors, Trisect Con-
struction Corporation, Burlington Paving 
Company Limited, The Belluz Group Ltd., 
Hoffer Mechanical Company Limited
- Category 5: 6,000 to 29,999 average hours 
worked - B&G Roofing and Sheet Metal 
Inc., Budget Environmental Disposal, Hall 
Construction Inc., Caird-Hall Construction 
Inc., ENR Roofing Inc.

At time of going to press, the final 
results were not in. More information can 
be found online, www.hhca.ca.

Source: Hamilton-Halton Construction 
Association

WACKER NEUSON AND ENAR JOIN FORCES 
IN THE LIGHT EQUIPMENT SECTOR

Light equipment experts Wacker Neuson 
and Enarco have decided to join forces. 

The owners of Enarco S.A. have reached 
an agreement with the Wacker Neuson 
Group to transfer the company to Wacker 
Neuson, an international group of com-
panies employing around 6,000 people 
worldwide, serving both the construction 
and agricultural sectors. 

“We are delighted to have gained a 
strong partner in Wacker Neuson, open-
ing up excellent long-term prospects for 
our company and the Enar brand. I am 
convinced that the merger will give our 
employees the best possible development 
opportunities and that we – together with 
Wacker Neuson – will be even better placed 
to meet our customers’ needs as we move 
forward,” stated Jose Luis del Prim Imaz, 
CEO of Enarco S.A. 

“With the acquisition of the Enar Group, 
we have found the ideal way to expand our 
offering in the rapidly growing concrete 
technology market. Enar products are 
excellently positioned and the company 
has established strong market access, 
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HMC Total Piling Solution

Call Toll Free  //  800.348.1890
HMC-US.COM

H20 SP

DHTAD

SGV

The Total Piling Solution: HMC’s comprehensive range of piling and 
foundation equipment includes excavator mounted sidegrip® vibratory 
driver/extractors, piling hammers and piling drills. Hercules Machinery 
offers not just piling equipment but a most efficient, fast, flexible, 
accurate and safe solution.

InfrastructuresCanada_FullPage_Total Solution_Trim_8.25w x10.75h_12-06-18.indd   1 12/6/2018   10:21:10 AM

Looking for a supplier’s website? 
Visit www.infrastructures.com

has been grown with passion and hard-
work are in good hands. The new owners 
will further grow and nurture this heritage 
at the production facilities in Kehl. Frank 
Scherer has been appointed  as the manag-
ing director of Nussbaum.

 Source: Stertil Group

COMMERCIAL TRUCK INDUSTRY REUNITES 
AT WORK TRUCK WEEK 2022

There were smiles and handshakes 
all around when Work Truck Week® 2022 
returned to Indiana Convention Center in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, March 8-11. North 
America’s largest work truck event often 

 At the National Biodiesel Conference & Expo, held last January in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
FPT Industrial announced that it has approved B20 biodiesel for use in its diesel engines. 
This announcement makes all CASE Construction Equipment G Series wheel loaders 
approved for use with B20 biodiesel directly from the factory.

Wheel loaders in these size classes are used extensively in construction, public works, 
road and bridge construction, concrete and asphalt production, aggregates and agricul-
ture. The announcement comes after extensive testing by FPT where it was confirmed 
that these engines performed comparably to the same engines powered by off-road 
diesel fuel. The study highlighted no adverse effects to the engines. This approval is 
inclusive of the NEF 4 (4.5 l), NEF 6 (6.7 l) and CURSOR (8.7 l) diesel engines already 
featured in CASE G Series wheel loaders.  

“The push for renewable resources and reducing the carbon footprint of heavy equip-
ment will include many technologies and approaches – biodiesel is one of the fastest and 
most efficient ways that we can benefit from renewable energy today,” said Terry Dolan, 
vice president – North America, CASE Construction Equipment. “FPT has long been at 
the forefront of off-road diesel engine technology built to lower emissions and reduce 
the carbon footprint – and the fact that our diesel equipment that already features these 
engines can help contractors, municipalities and farms better achieve their renewable 
goals is a massive step forward.”  

B20 biodiesel is the most prevalent blend of biodiesel available in North America. 
Even with this announcement, it is important that all owners of construction equipment 
consult with their dealer and the warranty of their equipment before using biodiesel in 
their machines. This is the second major renewable energy announcement from CASE for 
commercially available equipment – who delivered the first electric backhoe loaders to 
customers in 2021.

Source: CASE Construction Equipment

Approval of B20 Biodiesel for 
All CASE G Series Wheel Loaders

felt more like a long-awaited reunion than 
a tradeshow, as a verified 12,696 industry 
professionals gathered in person for the 
first time in 2 years.

Work Truck Week, which includes The 
Work Truck Show® and Green Truck Sum-
mit, is produced annually by NTEA – The 
Association for the Work Truck Industry. 
Last year’s event was virtual due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

“Work Truck Week has always been the 
commercial vehicle industry hub, but this 
year felt extra special in light of everything 
we have been through since March 2020,” 
said Steve Carey, NTEA president & CEO. 

“People were excited to be together, shake 
hands, share ideas and explore the latest 
trucks, equipment and technology. In many 
ways, it delivered the sense of normalcy 
that our industry needed.”

While overall event attendance was 
down about 7% versus 2020, Green Truck 
Summit, a full-day program focused 
on clean energy trends for commercial 
vehicles, set a record. The Summit brings 
together government representatives, 
educators, fleets, manufacturers, and 
innovators to provide updates on the work 
truck industry’s path to zero emissions. 
That path wound through The Work Truck 
Show exhibit hall, where electric vehicles 
and charging dominated the product 
introductions.

Hundreds of attendees participated 
in the Work Truck Week Ride & Drive. It 
featured 19 commercial vehicles with the 
latest advanced technologies, sustainability 
offerings and alternative fuel applications. 
Participants drove many of the vehicles on 
city streets. 

Work Truck Week returns to Indiana 
Convention Center March 7-10, 2023.

Source: NTEA – The Association for the 
Work Truck Industry

BOOK YOUR SPACE IN SMOPYC 2023!
Feria de Zaragoza is pleased to an-

nounce the dates for SMOPYC 2023 
– International Show of Public Works, 
Construction and Mining Machinery, which 
will take place from April 26-29, 2023 at the 
Zaragoza Exhibition Center, in the Aragon 
region of Spain.

SMOPYC will celebrate its 19th edition 
being once again a mandatory appoint-
ment and international point of reference 
for the Public Work and Construction 
sector, as well as first-class technologi-
cal showcase and an excellent business 
platform.

In this edition of SMOPYC an important 
novelty has been introduced, the digitaliza-
tion of the procedures of the exhibitors, 
among them the Pre-registration Form.

With this novelty the organizers expect 
the registration processes to be faster and 
more comfortable, eliminating paper and 
making these processes much more agile.

Source: Feria de Zaragoza 
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CASE Construction Equipment provided 
the first glimpse of an expanded mini 
excavator offering at the CNH Industrial 
Capital Markets Day event held on Febru-
ary 22, 2022 in Miami Beach, Florida. The 
showcase included the first look at the 
CASE CX15 EV (electric vehicle), an electric 
mini excavator with plans for the North 
American market in 2023.

The CASE CX15 EV is a 1,315 kg mini 
excavator powered by a 16 kW electric 
motor – it features retractable tracks that 
get machine width down to about 79 cm 
for going through doors and working in 
confined spaces. It can also work very 
close to structures and obstacles with a 
minimum swing radius design. 

The 21.5 kWh lithium-ion battery is 
charged either by the 110/220 V on-board 
charger, or via an external rapid charger 
that can have the machine charged 
extremely fast, typically within 90 minutes.

Depending on the type of work, the 

CASE CX15 EV will provide enough power 
to work through a full 8-hour work day. 
A load-sensing hydraulic system delivers 
smooth and powerful performance that 
allows the operator to dial the machine in 
to each task.

“From reduced emissions to noise 
reduction and lower lifetime fuel and 
maintenance costs, the CASE CX15 EV will 
be a powerful, efficient and sustainable 
addition to our mini excavator lineup,” 

said Brad Stemper, head of construction 
equipment product management – North 
America, CASE. “This machine is the next 
step in our electrification journey – and 
we are committed to bringing the industry 
a complementary portfolio of diesel and 
electric equipment to meet the needs of 
the broadest range of applications and 
operations.”

Source: CASE Construction Equipment

CASE Gives First Look into Expanded Mini Excavator Lineup 
with Battery Electric CX15 EV

ASV Holdings Inc., a Yanmar Compact 
Equipment company, recently introduced 
the RT-40 Posi-Track® loader powered by a 
Yanmar engine. Not only does the 38.2-hp 
engine add more power to what was al-
ready a compact powerhouse, it improves 
serviceability for machine owners by 
allowing them to have the Yanmar engine 
serviced at ASV dealers. The increased 
power and convenient serviceability also 
add to the appeal of the RT-40 as a more 
productive, safer option than walk-behind 
and stand-on loaders. Additionally, the 
small-frame RT-40 showcases new comfort, 
visibility and performance features over 
its predecessor. It is a leading performer 
in applications that require work in tight 
spaces, including urban snow clearing 
and landscaping, making it an ideal rental 
product for homeowners, rental fleets and 
contractors.

The RT-40 is 123 cm wide, features a 
2,54 m lift height and a 422 kg rated operat-
ing capacity. It has a 11.4 km/h top speed. 
The machine also boasts high tractive 
effort, exceptional pushing and digging 
power thanks to ASV’s Posi-Power system. 

The RT-40’s quick attach fits a variety of 
attachments and works with an optional 
adaptor plate for full-sized or walk-behind/
stand-on loader attachments. In addition, 
the loader’s compact size allows it to be 
conveniently towed behind a half-ton 
pickup truck. 

Yanmar engines are renowned for their 
longevity, and the ability to maintain them 
through ASV’s network of dealers gives 

customers more convenient options when 
engine maintenance is required. 

ASV stands behind the reliability of its 
Posi-Track loaders with an industry leading 
2-year, 2,000-hour warranty. The warranty 
includes the industry’s first and only no-
derailment guarantee and covers the tracks 
for the entire warranty period.

Source: ASV Holdings Inc. 

ASV Launches New Yanmar-Powered RT-40 

 
Werk-Brau introduces the Hydra-clamp® 

bucket with a built-in rotary actuated 
thumb which maintains consistent clamp-
ing force on the load through the entire 
rotation, for improved flexibility and preci-
sion. Constructed of abrasion and wear 
resistant and high-strength AR400 steel in 
all critical areas, this versatile attachment 
is ideal for handling heavy, awkward, or 
bulky items, moving debris, or sorting 
scrap, riprap, or other demolition rubble.

A helical actuator provides considerably 
more clamping force than a traditional 
bucket-and-thumb set-up, with no exposed 
cylinders to become damaged. Consistent 
clamping force throughout the thumbs 
120° range of motion allows operators to 
maintain control of materials regardless of 
positioning. 

Werk-Brau Hydra-
clamp® Buckets include 
serrated side plates 
which help secure 
debris while moving 
and are available in 
various sizes to match 
machines capacities.

Installation is easy - 
with no welding to the 
stick. The Hydra-clamp® 
can be transferred from 
machine to machine.  
Total weight of the 
Hydra-clamp® is typi-
cally less than a bucket 
and thumb combina-
tion, helping to optimize 
machine efficiency and productivity. 

The Hydra-clamp® is also available as a 
rake.

Werk-Brau manufactures a complete 
line of OEM and replacement attachments 

for excavators and loaders. Their products 
are sold through equipment dealers and 
distributors worldwide.

Source: Werk-Brau Co., Inc.

Werk-Brau Introduces the Hydra-clamp® Bucket 
for Heavy or Awkward Loads

The development of the JCB PotholePro 
has been personally led by JCB chairman 
Lord Bamford.

“I’m delighted that Coventry City Council 
is joining other authorities across the UK in 
investing in the JCB PotholePro, which is 
exceeding expectations with its speed and 
productivity,” he said.

Tests with local authorities and contrac-
tors show the JCB PotholePro completes 
a permanent pothole repair in under 
8 minutes – equivalent to up to 250 m2 a 
day or 700 potholes a month.

Source: JCB

swimming pools. 
Using traditional 
methods, this 
task would have 
taken a staggering 
1,040 days or 
almost 3 years.

«This is a 
solid investment 
in an impressive 
machine. It is a 
game changer and is a great example of 
how we are using innovation in the way 
we provide services,” said Coventry City 
councillor Richard Brown, cabinet member 
for Finance.

“Innovations like this are really impor-
tant. We’ve almost 900 km of road to look 
after, so anything that can speed up the 
process of repair and maintenance and 
save money is a win-win. The highways 
team are really pleased about the way it is 
working,” added councillor Patricia Hether-
ton, cabinet member for City Services at 
Coventry City Council.

Coventry City Council has become the 
latest local authority in the UK to invest in 
a JCB PotholePro following a successful 
trial of the rapid road repairer. 

The machine was put through its 
paces by the council last summer when 
it repaired more than 100 m2 of road in 
just 2 hours – an area the council said 
would normally take 4 days to fix using 
traditional methods. The authority was so 
impressed with the JCB PotholePro, it has 
now bought its very own machine to help 
maintain the 900 km of road in the city. 
Its first job was to repair a 40-m stretch of 
road, which was 1 m wide, in The Hiron, 
Cheylesmore, Coventry – a task completed 
in an hour, with a permanent fix, compared 
to a whole day using established tech-
niques.

It follows the news that Stoke-on-Trent 
City Council – the first authority in the UK 
to invest in a JCB PotholePro last year – 
has repaired a staggering 10,000 m2 of 
road with its machine in just over 4 months 
– an area equivalent to 8 Olympic sized 

Coventry City Council Invests in JCB PotholePro
to Speed Up Road Repairs

Looking for a supplier’s website? 
Visit www.infrastructures.com
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SPACE AVAILABLE

EDDYNET Mechanical Sweepers Attach-
ment, is proud to present the new FLEXX™ 

sweeper.
Many municipalities have roads with 

sidewalks and gutters and require that 
the debris be picked up while sweeping. 
As well, the sand and winter abrasives 

can often be simply pushed aside onto 
the shoulder of the road. The FLEXX™  is 
a 2 into 1 sweeper. You need a pick-up 
sweeper and an angle sweeper? The 

FLEXX™ will do both.
Available right now with 

610 mm (24’’) diameter brushes 
with a sweeping width of 1.8 m to 
2.4 m (6’ to 8’). The 813 mm (32’’) 
brushes version with a sweeping 

width of 1.8 m to 2.7 m (6’ to 9’) will also 
be available later this spring.

The FLEXX™ is available for front attach-
ment (push) applications or for behind 

EDDYNET Goes FLEXX!

attachment in pull or push version.
If you are looking for a versatile, heavy-

duty, long lasting and low maintenance 
sweeper, the EDDYNET® FLEXX™ is just 
what you need.

EDDYNET will showcase the new 
FLEXX™ sweeper at booth #173 during the 
AORS Municipal Trade Show, that will be 
held in Barrie, Ontario, June 1-2, 2022.

Source: EDDYNET Inc.

with a 61-, 91- or 122 cm-wide drum. The 
drums can pivot up to 30°, reach up to 
76 cm below the mounting point, and are 
interchangeable. 

“We manufactured the Offset Vibratory 
Roller to fit onto the equipment contractors 
already have and are familiar with,” added 
Ms. Marsh. “The design allows for simpli-
fied maintenance, easy transport and offers 
an unmatched ROI.” 

Source: Road Widener LLC

Road Widener, LLC president. “With 
traditional compaction machines, every 
degree of slope is felt by operators as they 
navigate through uneven terrain, resulting 
in an increased risk of tipping. The Offset 
Vibratory Roller combats that by providing 
a viable alternative that allows contractors 
to quickly and efficiently get the job done 
without risking an accident. It’s a game 
changer.”

The Offset Vibratory Roller has a total 
reach of 2.74 m and can be purchased 

Road Widener LLC offers the Offset 
Vibratory Roller attachment. Its offset, pat-
ented design allows the host machine to 
drive safely on flat ground while compact-
ing sloping shoulders, ditches, trenches 
and other hard-to-reach areas alongside 
the road. 

The Offset Vibratory Roller attaches to 
most loaders, graders, compact track load-
ers and skid steers, operating off the host 
machine’s engine and hydraulics. Utiliz-
ing the host machine for power reduces 
maintenance by 90% over self-propelled 
rollers while also offering the versatility of 
three interchangeable drums sizes and up 
to 30° pivot angles.

An adapter plate is also available for 
host machines like compact backhoes and 
telescopic loaders that may not be readily 
setup to accept standard attachments. The 
Offset Vibratory Roller is compatible with 
standard and high flow hydraulics. 

“Crewmember safety is the highest 
priority on any jobsite,” said Lynn Marsh, 

Heightened Safety with Offset Vibratory Roller Attachment

The Association of Ontario Road 
Supervisors (AORS), together with Simcoe 
County Road Supervisors Association, will 
be hosting the Annual AORS Municipal 
Public Works Trade Show, June 1-2, 2022, 
at the Sadlon Arena (formerly Molson 
Centre) in Barrie, Ontario. It is the largest 
of its kind in Ontario with between 200 and 
300 exhibitors of public works products 
and services, and upwards of 2,000 
participants.

After being cancelled the last 2 years, 
AORS is anxious to welcome everyone 
back. This 2-day trade show provides an 
opportunity for public and private sector 
public works employees to share informa-
tion and technical developments in the 
materials, services and equipment required 
to build and maintain municipal roads and 
other core infrastructure.

The exhibitors showcase products and 
services for core public works infrastruc-
ture including road and bridge construc-
tion, maintenance and rehabilitation, build-
ing maintenance, facility management, 
communications, design/engineering, 

emergency disas-
ter management, 
equipment/fleets, 
GIS/GPS, internet 
technologies, 
parks & grounds, 
storm water/flood 
control, municipal 
surveying, traffic 
and pedestrian 
control, transit, 
underground locating utilities, wastewater 
collection and treatment, water treatment, 
public works staff training and education.

Visitors to the trade show include a 
broad cross section of municipal public 
works professionals, including:
•	Public	Works	Directors,	Superintendents	
and Managers;

•	Directors/Managers	of	Operations	and	
Operations Personnel;

•	Fleet/Fleet	Safety	Managers;
•	City	and	County	Engineers;
•	Consulting	Engineers;
•	Construction	Directors/Managers;
•	Solid	Waste	Managers/Coordinators;

•	Public	Facilities/Grounds	Directors	and	
Managers;

•	Water	Services	Directors/Managers;
•	Transportation	Directors/Managers;
•	Private	Contractors/Area	Maintenance	
Contractors.
The City of Barrie and all the municipali-

ties of Simcoe County, and the Simcoe 
County Road Supervisors Association 
look forward to welcoming exhibitors and 
delegates to the region, and encourage 
everyone to enjoy the many attractions on 
offer. See you in June!

Source: Association of Ontario Road 
Supervisors (AORS) 

AORS Municipal Public Works Trade Show
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VTC Tunnel Formwork Carriage. PERI UP’s 
compatibility with the formwork solution 
enabled seamless access for operatives 
as it continued travelling with the VTC 
carriage to each casting section. This 
minimized the installation effort and saved 
valuable time on site. 

Source: Network Rail, Bell Formwork 
Service Limited, PERI UK  

bination of concreting 
sequence and the high 
speed of the VTC Sys-
tem helped to save a 
full 10 days per cycle.

In order to allow 
access to the slab undersides, a movable 
stair tower consisting of components from 
the PERI UP Scaffolding Kit was integrated 
at the front end of the formwork solution. 
This could be moved together with the 

The hydraulic system of the VTC Tun-
nel Formwork Carriage played an impor-
tant role during the project – it allowed 
the client to quickly and safely strike both 
undersides and inner slabs at the same 
time and move on to the next section 
without having to dismantle and reas-

semble the tunnel formwork carriage. Once 
up and running, only minimal adjustments 
were needed beyond that. In total, the tun-
nel was thus cast in 9 concreting sections, 
each 17 m long and 8 m high. The com-

In total, the tunnel was cast in nine concreting sections, each 
17 m long and 8 m high. The combination of concreting 
sequence and the high speed of the VTC System helped to 
save a full 10 days per cycle. (Photo: PERI GmbH)

Tunnel Formwork Carriage Supports Construction of 
Werrington Grade Separation Tunnel, in the UK

variety of applications, from top-down 
demolition and interior strip-outs to selec-
tive concrete removal. 

Source: Brokk Inc.

its predecessor. Brokk Smart-
Power optimizes performance 
based on a number of factors, 
including power supply quality 
and ambient temperature. 
The system can sense when 
a power supply is poor or 
faulty, making it suitable for 
generators or unreliable power 
supplies. 

The Brokk 110 is compatible 
with the same wide range 
of attachments available for 
the Brokk 100 that it replaces, 
including breakers, crush-
ers, grapples, rock drills and 
shears. The machine and its 
attachments fit easily through 
standard doors and inside passenger 
elevators. With its low floor load, the 
Brokk 110 is able to maneuver in otherwise 
inaccessible areas, such as stairwells or 
elevators. Its compact size is ideal for a 

Brokk recently announced the Brokk 110. 
The electric-powered machine features 
increased demolition power over its 
predecessor, the Brokk 100, and includes 
the Brokk SmartPower™ electrical system. 
The machine’s improvements increase the 
reliability and versatility for Brokk custom-
ers working on harsh jobsites in industries 
such as construction, metal processing, 
mining and nuclear.

The machine features a 3-m reach and 
weighs 990 kg. It delivers 15% more power 
than the older Brokk 100 and 50% more 
than its predecessor, the popular Brokk 90 
(discontinued in 2011) while retaining 
its compact design, making it ideal in 
restricted spaces and on weak floors. 

The Brokk 110 includes Brokk Smart-
Power, the company’s electrical system, 
which is also available on the Brokk 120 
Diesel, Brokk 280 and the Brokk 500. The 
intelligent system incorporates hardened 
components and fewer moving parts than 

Brokk Heightens Power & Efficiency with Brokk 110 
Remote-Controlled Demolition Machine

A new business entity, Global Load Out 
Solutions AB, has been launched by Volvo 
Construction Equipment to expand the 
market for its load out solutions portfolio 
and enable more customers to transform 
the efficiency and sustainability of their 
operations.

Brand agnostic, this new digital service 
will be available to a wide range of custom-
ers who are looking to make use of tools 
such as Efficient Load Out and Connected 
Load Out to improve work flow, boost 
profitability and reduce environmental 
impact. It also forms an important part of 
Volvo CE’s target to double revenue from 
services to 30% by 2030.

Global Load Out Solutions will be a 
separate business entity led by managing 
director, Annika Nissen, who joins Volvo 
CE to take up the role. The aim is to make it 
easier for customers to access and take full 
advantage of connectivity tools which max-
imize the fill rate of constructions trucks 
and therefore cut down on the amount of 

work cycles – loading tools which form just 
one part of Volvo CE’s connected solutions.

Ms. Nissen, with the support of a small 
team, will be responsible for commercial-
izing the existing load out solutions and 
growing the market for these with both 
existing and new Volvo customers. The 
new company will take ownership for both 
solutions and be responsible for the devel-
opment plan, sales strategy and support.

“The market for digital services is grow-
ing and we anticipate strong demand for 

this new solution from organizations look-
ing to explore how new technologies can 
transform the way in which they work,” 
said Annika Nissen, managing director at 
Global Load Out Solutions.

The new business entity will operate 
like a startup company, with a small, 
entrepreneurial and autonomous team that 
can react swiftly to market, and customer 
demands as well as new ways of working.

Source: Volvo Construction Equipment

Digital Service Business for Load Out Solutions

With a £1.2 billion ($2billion) upgrade, 
Network Rail will increase capacity for 
passenger trains on the East Coast Main 
Line. This includes building a new 2-track 
railway line that will allow freight trains 
to dive under it at Werrington, north of 
Peterborough, UK.

By tunnelling under the existing line with 
the new railway line, the capacity of the 
East Coast Main Line should be increased 
and travel times reduced.

For the construction of the tunnel, the 
VARIOKIT VTC Tunnel Formwork Carriage 
and other PERI standard components 
were used for a solution which, despite its 
rectangular structure, delivered a curved 
result. Optimally coordinated formwork 
and scaffolding solutions from a single 
source, as well as clever advance plan-
ning services, ensured that the project ran 
smoothly.

The curved, around 160 m long tunnel 
was cast monolithically with just a single 
rectangular tunnel formwork carriage. 
During a 9-day closure of the railway line in 

January 2021, the structure was lifted into 
position.

Bell Formwork Ltd needed a solution 
that would allow them to complete the 
tunnel quickly, efficiently and without 
increased material costs. In order to design 
this solution together, an international 
team of PERI engineers from the UK and 
Germany was involved in this project from 
the very beginning and combined their 
expertise from past projects.

With a customized VTC Tunnel Form-
work Carriage, consisting of standard 
components from the VARIOKIT Engineer-
ing Construction Kit in combination with 
GT 24 Girders and battens in different 
lengths, the project requirements could 
be met. Not only did the system form the 
tunnel’s curvature, it also reduced the 
amount of special formwork to a minimum 
as only one tunnel formwork carriage was 
required.
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iron beams weighing a total of 9,434 kg, 
which support and enable the development 
of the flying garden that connects the north 
and south towers of the station. Thanks 
to this methodology it has been possible 
to carry out the project effectively in just 
4 months.

The ending of this architectural ensem-
ble has been a real milestone for Toronto, 
as it is a real unique construction, repre-
senting the first skyway bridge in Toronto 
and one of the first in Canada.

Due to the social and economic impor-
tance of this station, transport was never 
suspended, the works had to be carried out 
with an extra degree of complexity, which 
is where companies such as Sarens come 
in helpful with an extensive experience in 
similar situations, that allows the company 
to adapt to the needs of each project.

Source: Sarens

DON’T FALL FOR IT!

Promoting the safe and e� ective 
use of powered access worldwide

SAFETY STARTS WITH YOU

Since IPAF began 
analyzing accident data 
in 2012, falls from the 
platform have been the 
most common cause of 
injury and death when 
using mobile elevating 
work platforms (MEWPs). 

From 2012 to 2022, there 
were 239 reports of falls from 
the platform in 20 countries, 
resulting in 132 deaths.

IPAF’s Don’t Fall For It! safety 
campaign identifi es key causes 
of falls from the platform, and 
provides advice about how to 
avoid associated hazards.

www.ipaf.org/safe

required of these products is clearly robustness as well as resistance and durability.  
BKT tires for mobile cranes are designed and built specifically to face the challenges 

of the most demanding jobs, when heavy loads are being transported on a range of 
surfaces. 

Currently BKT offers 2 different product lines dedicated to mobile cranes, even if the 
portfolio is particularly wide and aimed also at other types of cranes and industrial or 
construction machinery. Both the ranges are radial and classified with the speed indices 
“E” and “F”. Each different application requires a specific tire, a product studied in detail 
to give maximum performance and to enhance the power of the machinery it equips.

Source: Balkrishna Industries Ltd. (BKT) 

BKT Tires for Mobile Cranes

Mobile cranes perform various 
tasks in the industrial, construction 
and infrastructure fields. They can 
usually travel at high speeds and 
reach 80 km/h. For this reason, 
it is very important that the tires 
that equip these machines work at 
lower temperatures and it is there-
fore ideal to use radial products.

Tires must be suitable for 
applications on both roads and 
highways and on the more aggressive 
and uneven terrain of worksites. Be-
sides flexibility, the key element 
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The Union Station bus station and the 
CIBC Square building constructions in 
Toronto, Ontario, have been completed 
thanks to Sarens’ collaboration. This new 
architectural complex stands out as an 
innovative project that will change the 
architecture and skyline of Toronto.

After more than 4 years of construction, 
Union Station has completed its renova-
tion, resulting in a more modern, aestheti-
cally pleasing, and innovative station. The 
improvement works of this bus station, 
one of the busiest in the world, and the 
construction of Toronto's innovative CIBC 
Square building has been made possible 
thanks to years of effort and major partner-
ships as Sarens’, world leader in heavy 
lifting and transportation.

The main work was focused on creating 
a more modern infrastructure, increasing 
its capacity and building 2 towers, which 
resulted in a unique creation. The bridge 

Sarens Contributes with Its Expertise 
to Complete the Union Station’s Renovation

that connects the towers is, without any 
doubt, a portrait of modern architecture, 
mixing the classic structure of a hanging 
bridge with the image and beauty of a park 
of more than 4,000 m2, which the residents 
already refer to as “mini-Central Park” in 
honor of the world-famous one in the Big 
Apple (New York City).

On this occasion the Belgian multina-
tional had to work by adapting to passen-
ger traffic, therefore they started working 
in a night schedule to interfere as little as 
possible and avoid negatively affecting the 
lives of pedestrians who walk along Bay 
Street, where the station is located. In this 
project Sarens had to install and lift large 
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Bok Seng Logistics Takes 
Delivery of 2 Goldhofer 
MPA 8 Semi-Trailers

Mar-Train Heavy Haulage 
Takes Delivery of a 
Heavy-Duty Combination

Mar-Train Heavy Haulage Ltd is a family-run business estab-
lished in 1978. Based outside Lisburn in Northern Ireland, the 
company specializes in heavy haulage and the transportation of 
wind farm components throughout Ireland, the UK and Europe.

The continued success of Mar-Train Heavy Haulage Ltd is largely 
due to their commitment to provide outstanding customer service. 
Individual solutions for challenging transportation requirements 
and careful attention to detail ensure a high level of customer loy-
alty. Over the years, Mar-Train has thus developed into one of the 
major players in the haulage industry for wind farm components. 

For a current haulage contract in Sweden, the company has 
now taken delivery of a Goldhofer STHP-ET 12 (5+7) heavy-duty 
combination with the redesigned RA 2-110 tower clamp system 
and free-turning device. Together with the recently acquired 
“BLADES” combinations, this ensures that rapid progress can be 
made on the project. 

Source: Goldhofer AG

Bok Seng Logistics, in Singapore, has been in existence for 
more than 40 years in the field of lifting and heavy haulage. Today, 
with its wide range of services, the company pursues the vision of 
being the logistics specialist on land and water. From intermodal 
transportation and warehousing to the management of large-
scale and complex logistics projects, Bok Seng Logistics offers a 
full range of services that is unparalleled in the Southeast Asian 
region.

Two 8-axle MPA semi-trailers have recently been delivered. 
Bok Seng specifically chose the MPA version because of the ad-
vantages of the low-maintenance axle technology in combination 
with a high axle load and the extremely low loading height. 

“We are convinced that the trailers with the MacPherson 
axle system are a perfect fit for our logistics portfolio,” said Teo 
Vincent, senior director at Bok Seng Logistics. 

The MPA 8 has an axle load of 15.6 t per axle line. So each 
vehicle can easily handle operations with a total weight of more 
than 150 t. They can carry high and wide loads with unit weights 
of up to 120 t as well as long and heavy items such as concrete 
trusses, bridge elements, etc. – thanks to a 10.8 m loading deck 
extension for a total length of 25.3 m. Bok Seng attached particular 
importance to the low loading height of 885 mm, which they need 
to handle a large number of upcoming long-distance journeys 
with railroad cars on routes with bridges and tunnels. With a 
winch mounted on the gooseneck for this purpose, the cars can be 
quickly pulled onto the loading deck. 

Source: Goldhofer AG

Achieving maximum logistical per-
formance is part of the daily business at 
airports. Aircrafts are loaded and unloaded, 
and baggage transporters bring and collect 
the passengers’ luggage and ensure 
smooth airport operations. Numerous 
ground operation vehicles are therefore in 
use to ensure everything runs smoothly. 
This includes winter weather conditions 
like snow and slush. 
Now, Continental has 
launched a new all 
season tire for airport 
ground handling 
vehicles that spares 
fleet operators from 
changing the tires 
every season. That 
saves time and costs, 
since there is no need 
for a tire change. The 
ContiRV20 All Season extends Continen-
tal’s industrial tire portfolio. 

“This tire is particulary designed for 

ground operation fleets within the airport 
environment, such as smaller tow tractors 
and baggage loaders. We are pleased to be 
able to offer the ContiRV20 All Season tire 
to the market,“ said Matthias-Stephan Mül-
ler, product line manager Material Handling 
at Continental Commercial Specialty Tires. 
“All tires of this product line are marked 
with the M+S symbol, which stands for 

Mud and Snow.”
While creating the 

ContiRV20 All Season 
tire, Continental devel-
opers were focused on 
the 3-rib tread. The tire 
is produced in Conti-
nental’s own produc-
tion site for Industrial 
Material Handling tires 
in Otrokovice, Czech 
Republic. Continental 

offers the tire in sizes 16‘‘ and 16.5‘‘.
“The high quantity of interlocked tread 

blocks increases the traction and improves 

the braking performance in both summer 
and winter conditions. Angled pocket sipes 
are not only used for optimum traction 
performance, but also provide the best 
possible steering capabilities,” added Mr. 
Müller. “There is no need for a seasonal 
tire change anymore.”

Source: Continental AG

All Season Tire for Airport Ground Support Operations

steering hoses, repair kits, turbocharger oil 
lines, automotive fittings and brake lines, 
Edelmann Elite® high performance power 
steering hoses, power steering coolers, 
NEW manufactured power steering rack 
and pinion assemblies, pumps, gear boxes, 
premium universal power steering filter 
and fluid.

Source: Plews & Edelmann

The new power steering cooler program 
is now part of the growing Edelmann Elite™ 
power steering portfolio. Every cooler is 
designed and built using OEM equiva-
lent specs and technology, so Plews & 
Edelmann is able to offer a full line to the 
aftermarket that delivers OEM form, fit, and 
function. 

Plews & Edelmann® is a leading manu-
facturer and marketer of Edelmann® power 

Plews & Edelmann® has completed 
its purchase of Blissfield Manufacturing, 
a 3rd-generation Tier 1 manufacturer of 
refrigeration products and condensers. 
Founded in 1946 and based in Blissfield, 
Mississippi, Blissfield produced hydraulic 
power steering coolers (also referred to 
as cooler lines) for original equipment 
manufacturers (OEM). In the transaction, 
Plews & Edelmann acquired Blissfield’s 
technology, designs, and manufacturing 
equipment.

The acquisition will give Plews & 
Edelmann the ability to supply all forms of 
power steering coolers to the aftermarket 
and OEM service parts distributors.

“The Blissfield acquisition marks a 
key milestone in the progress of Plews & 
Edelmann. Under Dan Billie’s leadership, 
the company has executed on its goal to 
become a leader in the steering category. 
We continue to explore other steering 
opportunities and will be making other 
announcements soon,” said David Rashid, 
executive chairman at Plews & Edelmann.

Plews & Edelmann Delivers Tier 1 Power Steering Coolers 
to Aftermarket
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Mack Trucks recently announced that 
the Allison 3000 RDS transmission is now 
available for order for the Mack® MD Series 
models. Mack made the announcement 
during the 2022 Work Truck Show, held 
March 8-11, in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Expanding to include the Allison 
3000 RDS as an option for the MD Series 
was a strategic decision allowing ad-
ditional options for applications that 
demand more power but are best suited 
for medium-duty vehicles. Mack previously 
only offered the Allison 2500 RDS for its 
MD Series models.

The Allison 3000 RDS transmission 
offers greater versatility for customers 
in many applications. The MD Series 
equipped with an Allison 3000 RDS trans-
mission is approved at a 14,968 kg Gross 
Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) for refuse 
and recycling applications, allowing the 
Mack MD to haul more. The Allison 3000 
also allows for a live power take-off (PTO) 

for MD Series tanker trucks delivering heat-
ing oil, water, fuel and propane, and dump 
trucks, enabling the vehicle to move while 
using the PTO at the same time. 

The Allison 3000 RDS also offers a 
higher Gross Combination Weight Rating 
(GCWR), allowing customers to drive the 
Mack MD Series model and pull utility trail-
ers with small excavators. The Mack MD 
Series equipped with an Allison 3000 RDS 
will have a GCWR of 20,411 kg. The Mack 

Mack Trucks Offers Allison 3000 RDS Transmission as 
Option for Mack® MD Series

MD Series can be specified to be a Class 
6 and a Class 7. With the MD Series, Mack 
now offers a complete lineup up vehicles 
from Class 6 to 8. 

Available in 4x2 configurations, the 
MD Series features a sharp wheel cut for 
enhanced maneuverability in tough urban 
settings. The MD Series cab design has an 
industry-best bumper-to-back-of-cab (BBC) 
measurement of 262 cm.

Source: Mack Trucks

which was then tested at select Peterbilt 
dealerships.

Peterbilt’s rollout of ARTech builds on 
the expanding comprehensive suite of 
uptime services offered on its vehicles and 
supported through the fastest-growing 
dealer network in North America.

Source: Peterbilt Motors Company 

X-ray vision to help improve diagnostic 
and repair times. Dealerships who are 
using ARTech in their service bays have 
reported a 15-20% improvement in service 
repair times.”

Augmented reality allows the technician 
to explore and understand the objects in 
the most efficient way for them.

Peterbilt worked with a team of talented 
analysts, visionaries, designers, developers 
and architects to create the technology, 

Peterbilt Motors Company have 
deployed 200 of its patented ARTech™ 
augmented reality tools to dealer locations 
by March 31st, 2022. A proprietary soft-
ware designed to innovate dealer service 
and improve customer uptime, ARTech 
utilizes 3D and augmented reality views of 
chassis-specific Peterbilt trucks, along with 
existing service systems like PACCAR Solu-
tions Service Management to help dealer 
service technicians quickly visualize major 
truck systems and instantly access related 
technical documentation and diagrams via 
an Apple iPad.  

“We analyzed technicians’ pain points 
and focused on key technologies required 
to put all of the correct and pertinent data 
from multiple databases in one single 
location at their fingertips,” said Peyton 
Harrell, director of Dealer Development for 
Peterbilt. “The result is our ARTech tool, 
which transforms 2D technical information 
into a 3D image by placing full-scale ob-
jects on top of the real environment. This 
technology provides technicians a type of 

Peterbilt Deploying Augmented Reality Tool 
for Dealer Service Technicians

Designed to mount on a wide variety 
of machines in various applications, 
CWS by Paladin is your tire handling 
solution

 Robust Design

 Safe and Versatile
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Contact Shawn Regan for more info
shawn.regan@sbdinc.com
Phone: 514-264-1456

Stanley Infrastructure  Paladin Attachments

drum for pulling at maximum capacity.
Synthetic rope continues to grow in 

popularity for utility, towing and recovery, 
construction, military and other applica-
tions. Replacing traditional steel cables can 
drastically reduce the overall weight of any 
towing or utility vehicle, particularly those 
with multiple winches. Abrasion resistant 
and easy to inspect, synthetic rope is 
torque neutral, which means it will not 
twist and is much easier to handle. 

Source: PACCAR Winch Inc 

BRADEN recommends the use of 
12-strand single braid pre-stressed rope 
with breaking strength of 15,400 kg or 
greater. Synthetic rope should be installed 
on a new winch drum with all burrs and 
sharp edges removed. The rope should 
be spooled onto the drum while under 
tension. For best performance, synthetic 
rope should not be installed on drums that 
have previously had wire rope installed. A 
minimum of 8 wraps are required on the 

BRADEN has addressed the question 
of securely installing synthetic rope for 
winching applications with the introduc-
tion of a new anchoring system for TR20 
Recovery Winches. The Synthetic Rope 
Anchor (PN 113316) works with 12 mm and 
16 mm synthetic rope to provide maximum 
pulling power with up to 40% less weight 
compared to steel cable.

The Synthetic Rope Anchor is designed 
and tested for all TR20 planetary winches 
with a wedge pocket, including models de-
signed for the UBX20 Utility Bumper. TR20 
winches feature a compact, low profile 
design that can be high or low mounted for 
a variety of recovery applications.

To use the anchor, an eye must be 
spliced into the rope and inserted through 
the smaller opening of the wedge pocket 
on the drum. Install the anchor in the 
eye, then pull the rope until the anchor is 
fully seated in the pocket. The anchor will 
secure the rope in the drum.

Synthetic Rope Anchor for TR20 Recovery Winches

The media kit
is available on the website

www.infrastructures.com
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All-new technologies – including 
trailering-capable Super Cruise – along 
with new levels of premium craftsmanship 
and capability make the new 2022 GMC 
Sierra the most advanced and luxurious 
Sierra ever.

The lineup is led by the new Sierra De-
nali Ultimate trim, the most advanced and 
luxuriously appointed Denali model ever, 
as well as the most advanced and luxuri-
ous pickup in its class. Accompanying 
the Denali Ultimate is the first-ever Sierra 
AT4X – the new peak of premium off-road 
with serious capability and uncompromis-
ing refinements.

The 2022 Sierra features a refreshed 
exterior featuring a new grille and revised 
headlamp design. A new, interior design 
includes cockpit-oriented instrument panel 
along with a new, more functional center 
console on models with front bucket seats.

Sierra Denali Ultimate trim offers 
trailering-capable Super Cruise driver as-

sistance technology and a standard 420-hp 
6.2 l V-8 engine and 10-speed automatic 
transmission.

 The new AT4X trim that offers a 
premium interior and advanced off-road 
capability, with features such as Multimatic 
DSSV dampers, front and rear e-lockers 
and Terrain Mode with one-pedal crawl-
ing and a standard 6.2 l V-8 engine and 
10-speed automatic transmission. 

Canadian Technical Centre engineers 
supported the development of transparent 
trailer view, which helps drivers virtually 
see through a connected, compatible 

GMC Introduces its Most Capable Sierra 1500 Lineup

trailer when the truck is properly equipped. 
Additionally, GMC Pro Safety is standard 
on all Sierra trims and includes Forward 
Collision Alert, Following Distance Indica-
tor, Automatic Emergency Braking, Front 
Pedestrian Braking, Lane Keep Assist with 
Lane Departure Warning, and IntelliBeam 
auto high-beams. 

What has not changed with the 2022 
Sierra’s exterior are the professional-grade 

features that underpin its capability, 
including the available MultiPro tailgate 
(standard on all trims expect Pro) as well 
as the CarbonPro carbon fiber composite 
bed (standard on Denali Ultimate and avail-
able on AT4 and Denali).

The 2022 Sierra includes an enhanced 
2.7 l turbo L4 engine, standard on Pro, SLE 
and Elevation. Torque GM estimated at 
420 lb ft (569 Nm) – a more-than 20% in-
crease over the current engine. Maximum 
trailering ratings of 4,264 kg with 2WD 
models and 4,127 kg with 4WD models are 
achieved with the new 2.7 l turbo engine. 

Shift scheduling revisions with the 8-speed 
automatic transmission enhance refine-
ment and deliver quicker downshifts. 

The available 3.0 l turbo-diesel, along 
with chassis changes now allow inclusion 
of the max tow package, so the 3.0L Dura-
max, with 277 hp and 460 lb ft of torque, 
now has a max tow rating of 5,987 kg 
(Double Cab 2WD with 20” wheels and 
Max Trailering Package). The 2022 Sierra 

also offers best-in-class light-duty diesel 
4WD towing, at 5,896 kg. 

Also available are the proven 5.3 l 
V-8 and the 6.2 l V-8 with Dynamic Fuel 
Management. All V-8 engines and the avail-
able 3.0 l turbo-diesel are matched with a 
10-speed automatic transmission. 

Source: General Motors

The Media Kit is available on InfraStructures’ website at www.infrastructures.com

reaches more heavy machinery 
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Terex Announces Investment in Viatec

Terex recently an-
nounced its Series B 
investment in Viatec, 
Inc., a South Carolina-
based manufacturer of 
plug-and-play electronic 
power take-off (PTO) 
systems that support 
electrification of utility 
fleets. Terex is the lead 
investor in the Series B 
investment round along 
with other participants including Duke Energy. In conjunction with this investment, a 
Terex representative will fill 1 of 5 seats on Viatec’s board.

Terex Utilities has actively worked with Viatec since 2019, focusing on simple and 
reliable plug-in PTO solutions for the electric utility industry. Terex offers SmartPTO on 
a variety of its Utilities products, which eliminates noise and carbon emissions, lowers 
operating costs, and extends the life of utility equipment by reducing engine operating 
hours.

“Viatec has developed an electrification solution for utility customers that is highly 
effective and easy to use. Our investment in Viatec will enable the company to scale 
production and make its offering more widely available to electric utility and other 
customers,” said John L. Garrison, Jr., Terex Corporation chairman and CEO.

“We are excited to take our company capabilities to the next level,” said Mark Ferri, 
Viatec’s president and CEO. “We look forward to our continued partnership with Terex 
and appreciate the company’s investment.”

Terex is pleased to make this investment alongside Duke Energy, who was Viatec’s ear-
liest customer and has been integral to the evolution of Viatec’s offering. Duke Energy’s 
participation as a Series B investor is a positive indication of the value that Viatec can 
bring to others in the utilities industry.

Source: Terex Corporation

Teck Resources Limited and MEDATech 
recently announced the pilot of a fully 
electric on-highway transport truck to 
haul copper concentrate, marking the 
first use of a battery-electric truck to haul 
copper concentrate worldwide. The truck 
will travel between Teck’s Highland Valley 
Copper Operations (HVC) and a rail loading 
facility in Ashcroft, in south-central British 
Columbia.

This pilot of the MEDATech ALTDRIVE-
powered 5th-wheel Western Star will help 
to advance Teck’s goal of displacing the 
equivalent of 1,000 internal combustion 
(ICE) vehicles by 2025. It will also provide 
valuable learnings for the electrification of 
Teck’s vehicle fleet on the path to achieving 
the company’s goal of reducing the carbon 
intensity of its operations by 33% by 2030 
and becoming a carbon-neutral operator 
by 2050.

“Testing and implementing new electric 
vehicle technologies is one way we are 
taking concrete steps towards achieving 
our goal of being carbon neutral across our 
operations,” said Don Lindsay, president 
and CEO, Teck. “Teck is already one of the 
world’s lowest carbon-intensity producers 
of copper, zinc and steelmaking coal, which 
are key materials to enable the low-carbon 
transition, and we are committed to further 
reducing the carbon intensity of our opera-
tions to support a cleaner future.”

The pilot is expected to begin in summer 
2022 and is projected to eliminate 418 t 
of CO2 annually for the first pilot vehicle, 
while also reducing costs through fuel 
savings and reduced maintenance.

“The fully-electric ALTDRIVE system 
is designed for this haul cycle at HVC 
requiring a vehicle that weighs 65,000 kg 
loaded, 25,000 kg unloaded, and completes 
the 95 km roundtrips 4 to 5 times every 
workday,” said Robert Rennie, president, 
MEDATech. “Since the truck batteries will 
charge on the downhill haul through re-
generative braking, the rig will require only 
a short battery recharge at the Ashcroft rail 
terminal so the haul cycle time is expected 
to be the same as a conventional truck.”

The battery-electric drive system is 
expected to work more efficiently than a 
comparable diesel engine, outputting a 
constant 620 kW (approximately 830 hp) 

and is configured to continuously output 
almost double the amount of torque.

This pilot project builds on Teck’s GHG 
reduction initiatives, including the recently 
announced agreement to work towards 

deploying 30 of Caterpillar’s zero-emission 
large haul trucks at its steelmaking coal 
operations in the Elk Valley.

Source: Teck Resources Limited,
MEDATech

Teck to Pilot Electric Transport Truck 
at Highland Valley Copper Operations
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EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
NESCON XBROOM - MECHANICAL BROOM
What makes the XBroom broom different from others?
You might be wondering why choose the Nescon XBroom over other street sweepers? The XBroom 
offers huge advantages over other sweepers. This includes the longest sweeping time, larger 
hopper, and extremely rugged construction.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
With three pumps, each operates only at the minimum pressure required to support the load. One 
pump operates the border brooms, one the hopper and the other the main broom.

LIFT SYSTEM WEAR
Results: up to 10.8 million revolutions on the lifting system before reconstruction.

HOPPER CAPACITY
Largest hopper capacity in its class.  
Total volume of 5.9 cubic yards with a net usable capacity of 4.9 CY.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Chassis: Freightliner M2
Transmission: 6 speed auto
Brushes: 36 “x60”, optional border brushes 46 “4 or 5 positions
Water tank: 300 gallons
Unique forklift style lifting system.

VICTORY SWEEPERS MARK III  
REGENERATIVE AIR STREET SWEEPER
The Liberty Mark III is a mid-sized regenerative air street sweeper designed primarily for curb- and-
gutter type sweeping. It utilizes a full width, blast orifice style pickup head with 12-inch diameter 
intake and blast hoses with the intake on the right side. The Mark III is ideal for cleaning crowned 
streets and is equally effective for open pavement and construction sweeping. 

The Mark III is equipped with a high-dumping 4.35 cubic yard stainless steel hopper, 39-inch diameter vertical 
steel gutter broom(s) with hydraulic in-cab tilt, 105-gallon dust control system (optional 165-gallon) and is 
powered by a 67 hp turbo-diesel auxiliary engine.

The Liberty Mark III features a 10-bladed, backward-inclined blower fan constructed from Hardox® steel for 
maximum performance. The 30-inch diameter fan is backed by our 5 year / 5000 hour warranty against wear-
out. The Mark III is mounted onto the highly maneuverable, 132-inch wheelbase Isuzu NQR chassis.

FINANCING AVAILABLE - *Conditions may apply. Subject to credit approval.

CONTACT OUR 
REPRESENTATIVES

BOBBY MORMINA 
East (QC) and Ottawa (ON) sector 

Cell.: 514 863-4649 
bobby@insta-mix.com

STEPHAN ASTON 
West (QC) and North (QC) sector 

Cell. : 514 816-4049 
stephan@insta-mix.com

ALEX FORREST 
Toronto (ON) 

Cell.: 905 807-1649 
alex.forrest@insta-mix.com

643-4649866 
514
INSTA-MIX.COM

Q U É B E C -  O NTA R I O -  U S A
ARI-HETRA is excited to announce 

that Monty Beegan joined its sales team! 
Anyone located in Western Canada can 
contact Mr. Beegan for all of their Mobile 
Lifting Systems, Exhaust Extraction 
Systems, and Wheel Service Equipment 
needs.

Monty Beegan is a master electri-
cian turned dealership manager who is 
now using his industry knowledge to 
help keep all service tech brothers and 
sisters equipped with the proper (green) heavy-duty maintenance 
equipment. When he is not reciting 90s country song lyrics, he 
is rooting on the Edmonton Oilers hockey team. More fun facts: 
Monty enjoys keeping fit, playing hockey, going camping, fishing, 
and riding his Harley-Davidson. His favorite movie to kick back 
and watch is The Great Outdoors and his go-to television series 
to binge-watch is Schitt’s Creek.

Source: ARI-HETRA

Stertil-Koni recently announced that 
Scott Steinhardt has joined the com-
pany in the newly created post of vice 
president of sales. 

Mr. Steinhardt brings more than 
26 years of industrial sales and market-
ing experience to the role, having most 
recently served as director of Sales & 
Marketing for H&M Bay, Inc., a logistics 
and warehousing company for frozen 
and refrigerated goods. At Stertil-Koni, 
he will report directly to company president, Dr. Jean DellAmore, 
and will be charged with growing company sales among its 
exclusive North American distributor network by managing the 
organization’s 5 regional sales managers, as well as its sales-
people who target the U.S. Military, national accounts, and shop 
equipment customers.  

Source: Stertil-Koni USA, Inc.

Brown and Caldwell recently an-
nounced that Wendy Broley will take 
over as chief technical officer (CTO) 
as Cindy Paulson retires after 35 years 
with the firm. In a planned transition, 
Ms. Broley assumed her new role in 
April while Ms. Paulson will remain at 
the firm through 2022, serving on its 
board of directors and continuing to 
meet clients’ needs while transferring 
responsibilities.

Concluding an impressive and impactful career, Cindy Paulson 
hands over the reins to Wendy Broley, a water industry leader 

Appointments

Advertise from $75  plus tax

Reach more equipment users than with 
any other trade magazine in Canada!

Used BUCHER Optifant 70 sweeper, on 2008 GMC 
truck chassis, Stock 405914 Price: P.O.R.

Accessories Machinery Ltd
 Phone: 1-800-461-1979

Used 2016 BUCHER CityCat 5006XL compact 
sweeper, 2,856 hours, Stock SN7148
 Price: P.O.R.
Accessories Machinery Ltd
 Phone: 1-800-461-1979

New PETTIBONE T944X, 74 hp Cummins QSF3.8, 
9,000 lb capacity, 70’’ horizontal boom transfer.
Super Equipment Inc.
 patrick@superequipment.com
Patrick Tremblay Phone: 514-237-6281

NEW PETTIBONE DEALER

2009 TAYLOR TXB300L rough terrain sn #36022 
2 stage mast 180’’, side shift, 8’ forks.
Super Equipment Inc.
 patrick@superequipment.com
Patrick Tremblay Phone: 514-237-6281

30,000 lb CAPACITY

with over 20 years’ experience in technically-complex environ-
mental challenges and solutions.

As Brown and Caldwell’s One Water leader, and recently as 
technical practices director, Ms. Broley has worked with clients 
throughout the integrated urban water cycle to implement alter-
native water supplies and contribute to diverse water portfolios 
amid climatic changes, evolving regulations, and population 
growth.

Based in San Diego, California, Wendy Broley is a licensed pro-
fessional engineer and holds a bachelor’s in chemical engineer-
ing from the University of California, San Diego. She also serves 
as executive director for the California Urban Water Agencies.

Source: Brown and Caldwell
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No matter what sector of construction you’re in,  

you’ll leave CONEXPO-CON/AGG with new ideas,  

new relationships, and new opportunities to grow  

your business, and your place within the industry.  

This isn’t just North America’s largest construction 

trade show, it’s taking construction to the next level.

 LEARN MORE AT CONEXPOCONAGG.COM

2.7M square feet of exhibits   /   130,000 attendees   /   1,800 exhibitors   /   150 education sessions

TAKING CONSTRUCTION  

TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

2020 Attendee Britton Lawson,  
Veit and Company, Inc.

MARCH 14-18  /  2023  /  LAS VEGAS  /  NEVADA

With more readers across Canada than any other publication

InfraStructures offers you the widest coverage 
available to advertise your products and services.

With readers involved in all aspects of the industry
InfraStructures offers you the deepest coverage 

available to advertise your products and services.

Agenda

send the changes to us by mail or by fax or type-in the information in an e-mail

Address Change
Fill out the coupon and send it to us by mail at:

InfraStructures Magazine
Subscription Department
4330 Saint-Hubert Street
Montreal, QC H2J 2W7

by e-mail at
subscriptions@infrastructures.com

Old Address (as on label): 
Name: 
Company: 
Mailing address: 
 
Province / Postal Code: 
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Name / Title: 
Company: 
Mailing address: 
 
Province / Postal Code: 
Phone: 

Congrès Construction ReCycle
May 4-5, 2022
Drummondville, QC Canada

APOM Technical Day
May 12, 2022
Granby, QC Canada

IFAT 
May 30 - June 3, 2022 
Munich, Germany

AORS Municipal Public Works Trade Show
June 1-2, 2022
Barrie, ON Canada

Svenska Maskinmässan 
June 2-4, 2022
Stockholm, Sweden

Canadian Mining Expo
June 8-9, 2022
Timmins, ON Canada

Hillhead
June 21-23, 2022
Buxton, Derbyshire, UK

M&T Expo - Trade Fair for Construction and Mining Equipment
August 30 - September 2, 2022
São Paulo, Brazil

SWIFT 2022
September 13-15, 2022
Montréal, QC Canada

APOM Technical Day
September 15, 2022
Saint-Zotique, QC Canada

InnoTrans
September 20-23, 2022
Berlin, Germany

bauma 
Rescheduled to October 24-30, 2022
Munich, Germany 

World of Concrete 2023
January 16-19, 2023 (education)
January 17-19, 2023 (exhibition) 
Las Vegas, NV USA

Work Truck Week
March 7-10, 2023
Indianapolis, IN USA 

CONEXPO-CON/AGG
March 14-18, 2023
Las Vegas, NV USA 

SMOPYC 2023 – International Show of Public Works, Construction and 
Mining Machinery

April 26-29, 2023 
Zaragoza, Spain 

International Rental Exhibition (IRE) / APEX access show 
Rescheduled to 2023
Maastricht, the Netherlands

steinexpo 
Rescheduled to Summer 2023
Homberg/Nieder-Ofleiden, Germany 

TECHNI-MAT (Trade show for infrastructure and structural building)
March 6-7, 2024
Kortrijk, Belgium

INTERMAT Paris
Rescheduled to April 2024
Paris, France  

https://www.facebook.com/InfraStructuresMagazine/

Choose InfraStructures  for your next campaign.

Why advertise 
anywhere else?

RR3,10 Nicholas Beaver Rd, Puslinch ON  N0B 2J0
Phone: 519-763-2400 • Fax: 519-763-3930

www.easternfarmmachinery.comSINCE 1952

Remote-Operated Tool Carriers
• Tackle gradients up to 55° 
 uphill, downhill & diagonally
• 8 models from 25 hp to 137 hp
• Extendable undercarriage for stability
• Flail or fixed hammer cutting head 
• Various attachments available



We’re ready!
              Are you?

METEC Metal Technology Inc. 20 Terry Fox Drive, Vankleek Hill, Ontario |  613-678-3957  |  info@metec.ca | www.metec.ca

Contact Us
Visit our website at www.metec.ca or contact us at sales@metec.ca or 613-678-3957 x211

Spring 
Cleaning

making the world 
more beautiful since 1995

Order
Now


